Generation of highly-polarized high-energy brilliant γ-rays via laser-plasma interaction has been investigated in the quantum radiation-reaction regime. We employ a quantum-electrodynamics particle-in-cell code to describe spin-resolved electron dynamics semiclassically and photon emission and polarization quantum mechanically in the local constant field approximation. As an ultrastrong linearly-polarized (LP) laser pulse irradiates on a near-critical-density (NCD) plasma followed by an ultrathin planar aluminum target, the electrons in NCD plasma are first accelerated by the driving laser to ultrarelativistic energies, and then head-on collide with reflected laser pulse by the aluminum target, emitting brilliant LP γ-rays due to nonlinear Compton scattering with an average polarization of about 70% and energy up to hundreds of MeV. By comparison, as a conical gold target filled with NCD plasma is employed, the linear polarization degree, collimation and brilliance of emitted γ-ray beam are all significantly improved due to the enhanced strong laser-driven quasi-static magnetic field in plasmas. Such γ-rays can be produced with currently achievable laser facilities and find various applications in high-energy physics and astrophysics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polarized high-energy γ-rays have a plenty of significant applications, e.g., generating polarized positrons and electrons [1, 2] , probing radiation mechanisms and properties of dark matter [3] and black hole [4] , exciting polarizationdependent photofission of the nucleus in the giant dipole resonance [5] , yielding meson-photoproduction [6] , and detecting vacuum birefringence in ultrastrong laser fields [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Such γ-rays are commonly produced through either bremsstrahlung [12, 13] or linear Compton scattering [14] [15] [16] . However, the former can not generate linearly polarized (LP) ones and has deficiencies of large scattering angle and emission divergence in the incoherent regime [17] , and is limited by low current density of the impinging electrons and radiation flux due to the damage threshold of the crystal materials in the coherent regime [18] [19] [20] . While, the latter is severely restricted by the low electron-photon collision luminosity due to the low laser intensities. Nowadays, with rapid developments of strong laser techniques, state-of-the-art laser facilities can provide laser beams with a peak intensity of about 10 22 W/cm 2 , pulse duration of about tens of femtoseconds and energy fluctuation ∼ 1% [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , which stimulate experimental investigation on quantum electrodynamics (QED) processes during laser-plasma or laser-electron beam interactions [28, 29] . Such strong laser fields can be employed to directly polarize electrons [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] due to radiative spin effects and create polarized positrons [37, 38] because of asymmetric spin-resolved pair production probabilities. Moreover, in such strong laser fields Compton scattering process moves into the nonlinear regime: during the laser-electron interaction the electron radiates a highenergy γ photon via absorbing millions of laser photons [28] . And, highly-polarized high-energy brilliant γ-rays can be generated via nonlinear Compton scattering in laser-electron beam interaction [39] [40] [41] . In ultrastrong laser fields, the radiation formation length is much smaller than the laser wavelength and can not carry the driving laser helicity. Thus, the circular polarization of emitted γ-photons is transferred from the angular momentum (helicity) of electrons [41] . While, generating LP γ-photons does not require the electron polarization [42] . Generated polarized high-energy γ-photons further interacting with the laser fields could produce electron-positron pairs via multiphoton Breit-Wheeler process [43] [44] [45] [46] , and the photon polarization significantly affects the pair production probabilities [17, 42, 43, [47] [48] [49] [50] .
Recently, all-optical γ-photon sources have attracted broad interests [51] [52] [53] [54] . Usually, brilliant high-energy γ-rays are generated experimentally or proposed theoretically via bremsstrahlung [55, 56] , nonlinear Thomson scattering [53, 54] , synchrotron [57, 58] , betatron [59, 60] , electron wiggling [61] , and nonlinear Compton scattering [62] [63] [64] [65] . However, in those innovative works the information of the γ-photon polarization is overlooked hastily, which actually plays a significant role in the following secondary particles generation [17, 42, 43, [47] [48] [49] [50] . Therefore, the polarization process of emitted γ-photons during laser-plasma interaction is still an open question.
In this paper, highly-polarized high-energy brilliant γrays generated via laser-plasma interaction are studied in the quantum radiation-reaction regime with currently achievable laser intensities [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . We implement the electron spin and photon polarization algorithms into the two-dimensional (2D) particle-in-cell (PIC) EPOCH code [66, 67] in the local constant field approximation [34, 37, 38, 41, 42] to describe spin-resolved electron dynamics semiclassically and photon emission and polarization quantum mechanically. We first consider a commonlyused experimental setup: an ultrastrong LP laser pulse irradiating on a near-critical-density (NCD) hydrogen plasma followed by an ultrathin planar aluminum (Al) target; see the interaction scenario in Fig. 1 . The electrons in plasma are first accelerated by the driving laser pulse to ultrarelativistic energies, and then head-on collide with reflected laser pulse by the Al target, emitting abundant LP γ-photons via nonlinear Compton scattering with an average polarization of about 70%, energy up to hundreds of MeV and brilliance of the scale of 10 21 photons/(s mm 2 mrad 2 0.1% BW) for the given parameters. Moreover, as a conical gold (Au) target filled with NCD hydrogen plasma is employed instead of the NCD plus planar one, the polarization degree, collimation and brilliance of emitted γ-rays are all significantly improved because of the impact of laser-driven strong quasi-static magnetic field; see the interaction scenario in Fig. 4 (a). Compared with the laser-electron beam interaction [41] , this scenario is more accessible, since only a single laser beam is required. Besides, we also show the impact of the laser and target parameters on the γ-ray polarization and brilliance.
II. SIMULATION METHOD
In this work, we consider the laser-plasma interaction in the quantum radiation-reaction regime, which requires a large nonlinear QED parameter χ e ≡ |e| −(F µν p ν ) 2 /m 3 1 [45, 68] . And, the multiphoton Breit-Wheeler pair production is characterized by another nonlinear QED parameter χ γ ≡ |e| −(F µν k ν γ ) 2 /m 3 [17, 45] . Here, p and k γ are the 4-momenta of electron and photon, respectively, e and m the electron charge and mass, respectively, and F µν the field tensor. As the electron head-on collides with the laser, one can estimate χ e ≈ 2a 0 γ e ω 0 /m, with the electron Lorentz factor γ e and the invariant laser field parameter a 0 = eE 0 /mω 0 . Here, E 0 and ω 0 are the laser field amplitude and frequency, respectively. Relativistic units with c = = 1 are used throughout.
We implement the electron spin and photon polarization processes [34, 37, 38, 41, 42] into the 2D-PIC EPOCH code [66, 67] , in which we treat spin-resolved electron dynamics semiclassically, photon emission and pair production quantum mechanically in the local constant field approximation [17, 45, 69, 70] , which is valid at a 0 1. At each simulation step, the photon emission and polarization are both electron-spin-dependent and calculated by following the Monte Carlo algorithms [34, 41, 42] , derived in the leading order contribution with respect to 1/γ e via the QED operator method of Baier-Katkov [71] . Meanwhile, the photon polarization is represented by the Stokes parameters (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ), defined with respect to the axesê 1 =â −v(vâ) andê 2 =v ×â [72] , with the photon emission directionn along the electron velocity v for the ultrarelativistic electron (the emission angle ∼ 1/γ e 1),v = v/|v|, and the unit vectorâ = a/|a| along the electron acceleration a. On detecting the mean polarization of a γ-photon beam, one must first normalize the Stokes parameters of each photon to the same observation frame (ô 1 ,ô 2 ,n), i.e., rotate the Stokes parameters of each photon from its instantaneous frame (ê 1 ,ê 2 ,n) to the same observation frame (ô 1 ,ô 2 ,n), and then, calculate the average Stokes parameters of the γ-photon beam [41, 42, 72] .
After the photon emission the electron spin state is determined by the spin-resolved emission probabilities and instantaneously collapsed into one of its basis states defined with respect to the instantaneous spin quantization axis (SQA), which is chosen according to the particular observable of interest: to determine the polarization of the electron along the magnetic field in its rest frame, the SQA is chosen along the magnetic field n B =v ×â [34, 37] ; in the case when the electron beam is initially polarized with the initial spin vector S i , the observable of interest is the spin expectation value along the initial polarization and the SQA is chosen along that direction [41] . Between photon emissions, the spin precession is governed by the Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi equation [73] [74] [75] . One can, alternatively, use the Cain code [76] to obtain uniform results.
As emitted high-energy γ-photons further interact with the strong laser fields, electron-positron pairs could be produced due to multiphoton Breit-Wheeler process [43] [44] [45] [46] , and the pair production probabilities depend on the photon polarization [17, 43, [47] [48] [49] [50] , which can be calculated by following the Monte Carlo method [42] .
III. POLARIZATION OF γ-RAYS GENERATED VIA LASER-PLASMA INTERACTION

A. Planar target
We first consider a commonly-used experimental setup: an ultrastrong LP laser pulse irradiates on a NCD hydrogen plasma followed by an ultrathin planar Al target; see the interaction scenario in Fig. 1 . Electrons in plasma are accelerated to ulrarelativistic energies, and then head-on collide with reflected laser pulse by the Al target, emitting abundant LP high-energy γ-photons. To maximize the reflection of the driving laser pulse, the thickness of the Al target should be larger than the laser piston depth [77] . Actually, as emitted γ-photons penetrate through the Al target, a proper thickness can also mitigate the bremsstrahlung and Bethe-Heitler pair production, which usually requires the thickness in the order of mm [78, 79] .
Employed simulation box is x × y = 40λ 0 × 30λ 0 , and Distributions of the density and linear polarization of emitted γ-rays are illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively, with the laser peak intensity I 0 ≈ 1.38 × 10 22 W/cm 2 (a 0 = 100) [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . High-energy γ-photons of ε γ 100 MeV are mainly emitted forwards, and two density peaks arise near θ ≈ ±21 • , since θ ∝ a R /γ e ∝ a R /ε γ (the electrons interact with reflected laser pulse with invariant intensity parameter a R , and a R ∝ a 0 ), as shown in Fig. 2(a) , which is in excellent agreement with other simulations [80] . The linear polarization of γ-photons is characterized by the Stokes parameters ξ 1 and ξ 3 [41, 42, 72] . As we employ the basis vector of the observation frameô 1 in the polarization y-x plane of the driving laser, according to the fact that γ-photons are mainly emitted in the polarization plane, ξ 1 is negligible and ξ 3 is given in Fig. 2(b) : at same polar angle the linear polarization ξ 3 for higher-energy γ-photons is relatively larger. The average linear polarization ξ 3 ≈ 0.68 and partial ξ 3 can achieve up to 0.73. In nonlinear Compton scattering the circular polarization defined by ξ 2 requires initially longitudinally spin-polarized electrons [41] and is negligible here.
To show the results in Figs. 2(a) and (b) more visible, we sum over ε γ to obtain angle-resolved number and Fig. 2(a) is shown in Fig. 2(e) . In Figs. 2(c)-(e) the impact of the driving laser intensity a 0 is studied. In ultrastrong laser fields, the number of the formation length in one laser period T 0 is proportional to the laser intensity, and the photon emission probability in each formation length is proportional to the fine structure constant α [28, 45] , thus, the number of emitted γ-photons N γ ∝ N e αa R τ /T 0 ∝ a 0 , where N e is the electron number. As a 0 increases from 50 to 150, N γ continuously rises up; see Fig. 2(c) . ε γ ∝ ε e χ e , where the electron energy ε e ∼ a 0 (i.e., a stronger driving laser could accelerate the electrons to higher energies) and χ e ∝ a R γ e ∝ a 0 ε e , thus, as a 0 increases, ε γ increases as well; see Fig. 2(e) .
We underline that ξ 3 monotonically decreases with the increase of a 0 , as shown in Fig. 2(d) . The physical reason is analyzed as follows. The Stokes parameter ξ 3 sensitively relies on the parameters χ e and ε γ /ε e (see the analytical expression of ξ 3 in Refs. [41, 42] ), as demonstrated in Fig. 2(f) . As χ e increases in the considered region, ξ 3 declines continuously; as ε γ /ε e rises up, ξ 3 first increases slightly and then gradually decreases to 0. Consequently, as a 0 ∝ χ e increases, ξ 3 declines in Fig. 2(d) , i.e., lower-intensity driving laser pulses can gen- For the experimental feasibility, the impact of the laser and plasma parameters on the density and polarization degree of emitted γ-photons is investigated in Fig. 3 . For instance, as the plasma density n e or the driving laser pulse duration τ increases, N γ ∝ N e αa R τ /T 0 ∝ n e τ rises up accordingly; see Figs. 3(a) and (c). However, for the NCD plasma, ξ 3 changes slightly with the variations of n e and τ ; see Figs. 3(b) and (d). Note that as n e increases from 2n c to 10n c , the opacity of the plasmas increases as well and the laser propagation becomes more and more unstable, which results in an asymmetric angular distribution of emitted γ-rays [57] , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Meanwhile, in plasma the driving laser pulse pushing the electrons in the low-density region forwards can yield a high-density region, where unstable laser propagation further induces asymmetric γ-photon emissions. This effect gets severer as the laser pulse duration τ gets longer, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . 
B. Conical target
To improve the polarization, collimation and brilliance of emitted γ-rays, we employ a conical Au target filled with NCD hydrogen plasma, instead of the planar target in Figs. 1 and 2 ; see the interaction scenario in Fig. 4(a) . pushed forwards and excite a strong quasi-static magnetic field B p [57, 62] . The maximum intensity of the magnetic field can be estimated as Max(B p ) 4π|e|β e n e R, which is of the same order of the magnetic field of the driving laser [57] . R and β e denote the radius of the cone and the electron velocity scaled by the light speed in vacuum. For the plane-wave case, the transverse electric field E ⊥ can almost cancel v · B with the magnetic field B, and consequently, χ e is rather small and the photon emissions are very weak. While, in the conical-target case with a strong quasi-static magnetic field B p , χ e ∝ B p greatly increases, thus, subsequent γ-photon emissions are significantly enhanced. Moreover, since most photons are emitted at the edge of the cone, where the tansverse velocities of electrons are close to 0, the angular spread of the γ-ray beam is narrowed [57] .
In Fig. 4 the simulation box is x × y = 110λ 0 × 20λ 0 , and corresponding cells are 2750 × 500. A solid conical Au target with electron density n Au e = 100n c and thickness d Au = 1µm is located in the region from 5λ 0 to 75λ 0 in the x axis. The left and right opening radii of the cone are R 1 = 7λ 0 and R 2 = 3λ 0 , respectively. The Au cone is filled with NCD hydrogen plasma with density n e = 5n c . The numbers of macro-particles in each cell are 100 for electrons and 20 for H + and Au 2+ (partially ionized), respectively.
The density and linear polarization of emitted γphotons in the conical-target case are represented in Figs. 4(b) -(e), and comparisons of the results between the conical-target case in Fig. 4 and the planar-target case in Fig. 2 , employing the same driving laser pulse, are illustrated in Fig. 5 . In the conical-target case, most photon emissions are induced by the quasi-static magnetic field at the edge of the cone, which is weaker than reflected laser field in the planar-target case. Thus, for the former χ e is smaller, and consequently, ξ 3 is larger (see the analysis on the relationship of ξ 3 to χ e in Fig. 2(f) ), as shown in Fig. 5(b) . ξ 3 ≈ 0.71 and partial ξ 3 can achieve up to about 0.81 for the given parameters. The angular divergences (FWHM) are approximately 0.35 × 0.35 rad 2 , 0.31 × 0.31 rad 2 , 0.28 × 0.28 rad 2 , 0.24 × 0.24 rad 2 for ε γ ≥ 1 MeV, 10 MeV, 100 MeV and 200 MeV, respectively. The corresponding brilliances are 1.29 × 10 21 , 1.10 × 10 21 , 0.92 × 10 20 and 1.5 × 10 19 photons/(s mm 2 mrad 2 0.1% BW) for ε γ = 1 MeV, 10 MeV, 100 MeV and 200 MeV, respectively. Even though the target parameters are not exactly the same for these two cases, the collimation and brilliance of emitted γ-photons are both qualitatively improved in the conical-target case.
The impact of the laser and target parameters on the density and polarization of emitted γ-rays is investigated comprehensively in Fig. 6 . As a 0 or τ increases, N γ ∝ n e B p τ ∝ n e a 0 τ increases as well, as shown in Figs. 6(a) and (e), however, ξ 3 decreases due to the increase of χ e ∝ B p γ e ∝ a 0 n e τ (γ e ∝ τ , i.e., the electrons obtain more energies in longer laser pulses), as shown in Figs. 6(b) and (f). The increase of n e can enhance the opacity of the plasma, and the interaction regime will transit from relativistically transparent to relativistically NCD. For instance, as n e rises up continuously from 2n c to 10n c , the stochastic electron heating is enhanced (the charge separation field and the quasi-static magnetic field become stronger) and the electron acceleration is weakened (γ e declines), thus, χ e ∝ γ e n e first rises up due to the increase of n e and then goes down because of the decrease of γ e , which results in corresponding variations of N γ and ξ 3 in Figs. 6(c) and (d). As the rear radius of the conical target R 2 rises up, the laser focusing effect is weakened, which induces the decrease of the strength of the quasi-static magnetic field B p and χ e ∝ B p . Therefore, N γ ∝ B p declines in Fig. 6 (g) and ξ 3 increases in Fig. 6(h) .
IV. CONCLUSION
Generation of highly-polarized high-energy brilliant γ-rays is studied via employing a single-shot ultraintense LP laser pulse interacting with solid planar and conical targets filled with NCD plasma in the quantum radiation-reaction regime, and with currently achievable laser intensities emitted γ-rays can reach an average linear polarization of about 70%, energy up to hundreds of MeV and brilliance of the scale of 10 21 photons/(s mm 2 mrad 2 0.1% BW), which can be applicable in high-energy physics and astrophysics. Moreover, those considered interaction regimes are confirmed to be robust with respect to the laser and target parameters. 
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